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Peter Van Bogaert is a veteran from the Belgian electro scene. Mainly known as the man
behind Liquid G his project has been active since the late 80s having released an impressive
number of (mainly) tapes. In between 1996 and 2006 Liquid G seemed to have stopped all
activities, but the past few years P. Van Bogaert is back and active producing like in the
good-old days. The "Black Liquid"-album stands for a main change/evolution in the band.
Kim De Laet joined the project contributing to the writing and doing vocals as well. "Black
Liquid" was originally released in 2009, but it would have been a shame not mentioning this
album in our section. "Black Liquid" is simply the best release ever from Liquid G. I can't

really say that the sound has changed neither the influences, but the entire production became stronger! The
opening songs "Heartbeat" and "The Waves" are quite Klinik-like. The originality is hard to find, but the way
these songs have been achieved are really fascinating. "Heartbeat" can be even considered as one of the best
Liquid G songs ever. The female vocals of Kim De Laet are adding a cool touch as well while inserting a new life
into this 'old' project. We can't get away from a typical Belgian dark-electro style, but Belgium being a heimat for
this genre we can only approve this release. Liquid G is even like reinventing his own sound on songs like "Evil"
and "Time To Shine". We get refreshing sounds on top while both songs are pretty hard and dark as well. The
female vocals on "Time To Shine" are a bit reminding to the early Wumscut (with female vocals). Another
remarkable piece is "Drug Queen". The power emerging from the song is quite annihilating while there's a terrific
sequence running though this song as well. Peter Van Bogaert still sings on a few songs, but the female vocals
are definitely a cool and enw element. The "Instrumental" song "Battle For Control" is a last song I want to
mention. The sounds are quite original leading to an efficient dark electro piece.
This self-released album is without a shadow of a doubt an opus that will please to the lovers of typical Belgian
electronics with a dark mood!
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Hurts - New
Video
See the video for
Hurts' new song
Better Than Love.
Watch it now!
youtube.com/Hurts
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READ MORE | Posted on 07/06/10

Out on July 19th is a special re-release of the compilation 'New Naked Technology' by the legendary British act
Pink Industy. (...)

READ MORE | Posted on 07/06/10

The leaders of the Swedish single-issue party Pirate Party plan to host the torrent-sharing site The Pirate Bay on
servers within the Swedish Parliament. Yes, you read that correctly... (...)

READ MORE | Posted on 07/06/10

Below is the video clip of the song 'Verklärte', taken from the new Ad Inferna album 'DSM' to be released on
Nilaihah Records on July 27th. (...)
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